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Abstract 

The names of the companies should define the business, nature of the 

company and also it helps to direct the business of company. The names 

given to the companies form its reputation and is very unique to the 

company. The naming issues of the companies are quite common when 

two companies possess the same names or similar names. The name of the 

company should be chosen with care so that to avoid confusion in the 

market. The similar names could bring about unfair competition in the 

market. The legal issues and analysis of various case laws was undertaken 

in this research paper. The study brings out the suggestion that the 

Registrar Of Companies (ROC) should take necessary care in approving the 

names of the companies in order to prevent these naming issues of the 

companies in future. 

Key Words:Companies act 2013, naming ceremonies, trademark, 

trademarks act 1999, uniqueness.  
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1. Introduction 

The names given to the companies should be unique and not similar to the 

names of any other companies. A brand name must be exceptional or 

unmistakable all together for the USPTO to enlist it as a trademark.  The name 

of an organization can profoundly affect advertising and marking procedure. 

Names like Pepsi, Nike, Coca-Cola and McDonald's have very nearly a 

quantifiable monetary esteem. Be that as it may, organizations are not by any 

means free while picking their name. State and government laws set certain 

limitations on naming. A name that is hard to state, or is befuddling in any case 

will make it such a great amount of harder to succeed. In any case, just a little 

level of entrepreneurs build up their name methodically . Much of the time, 

names are simply conceptualized by entrepreneurs, their companions and 

partners. Oftentimes these names are not important, make a decent attempt to be 

innovative, or to top it all off, are simply off the stamp. When you think of your 

own name for your own particular business, it can be trying to see unmistakably 

in case you're settling on a decent choice. Thus, the names should be chosen 

with care and they must be legally recognised. Hence, this research paper 

aims to analyse the legal issues of naming the companies. 

2. Research Problem 

The problem of this research paper is the naming issues of the companies which 

is mainly due to the similar names of the companies. 

3. Review of Literature 

Naming  involves price between new brand name and older ones, including the 

distribution power from brand demand bringing about Innovation patent 

protection,(Herbert Jack Rotfeld,2009). The naming of the companies or 

changing the names of the companies has an effect on the share prize, but are 

not well received by shareholders,(Bryan Mase,2009). They are two kinds of 

name change, they are major and minor name changes in the dotcom and non-

dotcom firms, (Thomas Josef.et.al, 2004). Actually, the name change of the 

companies brings about profit for the shareholders,(Bicha Karim, 2011). 

However, no cosmetic effect of name change is found,(Henk Bergman.et.al, 

2011). Name changes of the companies have stronger valuation effect and its an 

act of signalling, (Liu Machael,2009). But the regular name change of the 

companies have a better impact in the market, (Paul SergiusKoku,1997). Name 

change brings about Movement in price-earning ratios, (Karbhari.et.al,2004). 

The name change of Companies increases the revenue, efficiency and brings 

about reduction in costs, (Cassandra, 2013). This leads to the positive wealth 

effect for the insurers, (James,2016). The purpose of name change of companies 

are mainly to shed stodgy Corporate images, and to expand the international 

scope,( John Howe,1982). But, at times the positive stock price reaction is 

weak,(Jonathan Karpoff,1994). Over 1997 to 2009, 69 corporate name change 
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events have been taken place in Germany, (Farooq,2012). The cost of name 

change of companies in US is about $7 million, (Chiranjeev Kohli.et.al, 1995). 

The investor’s reaction to name change depend on company’s involvement, 

(Hsiao Lin.et.al,2016) 

4. Objective 

The main aim of the research paper is to study the legal issues of naming the 

companies, to analyse the case laws relating to the naming issue and to identify 

the steps to avoid naming issues of companies in the future. 

5. Hypothesis 

H0: Trademark is not the main legal issue in naming the companies. 

Ha: Trademark is the main legal issue in naming the companies. 

6. Research Question 

Whether the trademarks act 1999, has an influence on the naming issues of 

companies or not? 

7. Research Method and Materials 

The research paper was done using doctrinal method of study. The primary and 

secondary sources of information are made use in this paper. The primary 

source of information used are Companies Act of 2013, and Trademarks Act of 

1999. The secondary sources of information used are the journal articles, 

Company law book by Avtar Singh, thesis and working papers. 

8. Naming the Companies 

An company’s name is considered as character of the organization (Public or 

Private), which might be changed with the endorsement of individuals in the 

general gathering
5
. As per segment 13(1) of the Companies Act, 2013, an 

extraordinary determination is required to be passed at the general gathering 

since change in name of the Company includes modification in Memorandum 

of Association. According to Section 13(2) for change in name of the Company 

endorsement of the Central Government might likewise be required (Powers 

have been designated to the Registrar of Companies). This Article contains the 

strategy for change in Name of the Company under Companies Act, 2013 with 

point by point documentation required.
1
 I trust this report would be of some 

assistance w.r.t. your expert working. Strategy for change in Name proviso of 

the Company includes adjustment in the Memorandum of Association 

(hereinafter alluded to as "Reminder") of the Company. Henceforth it is 

important to examine some premise data about Memorandum of the Company.
2
 

Law related name of an organization is administered with Section 4 of the 
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Companies Act 2013 read with Rule 8. Under present law, there limitation 

identified with incorporation of word "India" has been expelled with impact 

from first April 2014.
3
In name of an organization, India can be included the 

name of any organization, a bit much is to be an administration organizations.
4
 

Coca Cola India Limited is one great case. Coca Cola India Private Limited is 

neither advanced by Indian Government nor by any Indian Citizen.  

1.Company law by Avtar singh 

2.AOA issues by Geetha Srinivasan  

3. www.indiankanoon.co.in 

4.Sanjay Kiran on legal issues of companies in naming 

5.Companies Act, 2013 

It is completely possessed auxiliary of an outside organization and its name 

propose so. Molson Coors India Private Limited might be one great illustration. 

In any case, Inclusion of any word, not just "India" isn't so basic and 

consideration of word "India" needs additional precautionary measure. It relies 

on what is status of the organization.
6
  

In the event that a remote organization is promoter of an Indian organization 

and require its name with word "India", this is very basic. In such case name 

might be, <Foreign organization name> <India> <(private) Limited>. Candidate 

remote organization should append a letter alongside its board Resolution to 

Form INC – 1, which is shape for reservation of name. Where an organization is 

almost certain for accessibility of its name, it might decide on Form INC – 32. 

Any Indian subject and element may likewise apply name of an organization 

with word "India" in its name. As said above, there is no confinement on such 

incorporation. Service should solicit candidate what is criticalness from word 

India in its proposed name.
7
Service of Corporate Affairs might check proposed 

name (words other than India) in its own particular database as well as from 

different sources. This will to guarantee insurance of exchange name, mark 

name and  trademarks enrolled in India and outside India. 

CHANGE IN COMPANY’S NAME: Changing the name of a private 

constrained company is much more convoluted than you may might suspect. 

Section 13 of the Companies Act, 2013 states that if a private constrained 

organization needs to change its name, a unique determination must be passed 

in a general executive gathering. The general executive gathering must be called 

upon for this reason particularly, and the minutes of the gathering recorded for 

accommodation to the Ministry of Corporate Affairs (MCA) with the demand 

for name change. The purpose behind these customs is that private restricted 

organization names are legitimately enlisted with the MCA. 

6.Report of SEBI, 2002. 

7.Gayathri on names of companies project. 
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In this manner, you will likewise need to include the directorate and get the 

endorsement of investors before getting the endorsement of the MCA. Despite 

the fact that the entire method looks dull, a stepwise approach can help in 

managing challenges. This article centers around the well ordered method to 

change the name of a private constrained organization. The organization is a 

simulated individual made by the strategies of law
4
. Endless supply of an 

organization under the Companies Act, 2013 (or the past Act) , the corporate 

identity of the organization appears. An organization has its own particular 

name and seal. The benefits and liabilities of an organization are particular from 

that of its individuals, they have a place with the organization and not to the 

individuals from the organization. The individuals from the organization are the 

agents of the organization.  

An open constrained organization must have a name wherein the word 

'Restricted' is the last word and a private restricted organization must have a 

name wherein the last words are 'Private Limited'. The principal condition of the 

Memorandum of Association of an organization says the enlisted name of the 

organization. If the name of a current organization is changed, the name 

condition of the Memorandum of Association should be amended
8
. 

At the point when a consolidated organisation, proposes to change its current 

name to another name, the individuals from the organization should take after 

the strategy endorsed under the Companies Act, 2013 and the Companies 

(Incorporation) Rules, 2014. The strategy to change the name of an organization 

is orderly and procedural. Following the formality will guarantee a smooth 

change from the current name to the recently proposed name with no significant 

hiccups. The new name can incorporate expansion of new words or cancellation 

existing words. The recently proposed name ought not fall under the ambit of 

'bothersome names' as given intricately under Rule 8 of the Companies 

(Incorporation) Rules, 2014
9
.  

8.Edward on legal issues of companies 

9.companies incorporation rules, 2014 

STAGE 1-MEETING OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS : 

(a) Send a Notice to gather the Board Meeting 7 Days' Notice  

A Notice must be sent to every one of the executives of the organization to 

gather the Board Meeting. This notice must be sent at least seven days 

preceding the date of the gathering. The notice ought to be given in keeping in 

touch with every executive at his enrolled address by hand conveyance, post or 

electronic means. The plan of the executive gathering ought to be connected to 

the notice.  

ARRANGEMENT FOR SHORTER NOTICE: The Board Meeting to 

change the name of an organization can be met at a shorter notice to "execute 

earnest business". Be that as it may, to execute pressing business at a shorter 

notice, no less than one free chief must be available in the gathering. 
10

If a free 
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chief is missing, the choices taken at the gathering will be coursed among every 

one of the executives however must be endless supply of no less than one 

autonomous executive, assuming any.  

      (b) Pass Resolutions at the Board Meeting  

The majority for a Board Meeting is 33% of the aggregate quality of the 

executives or two chiefs, whichever is higher. Interest of chiefs by video-

gathering and varying media implies is allowable.
11

At the Board Meeting, the 

proposition for the difference for the sake of the organization and 

recommendations for the new name must be advanced. Hence, two resolutions 

must be passed. Right off the bat, the Board needs to pass a Resolution 

approving the Board of Directors of the Company to make an application to the 

Registrar of Companies for the reservation of the new name. Besides, the Board 

needs to pass a No Objection Resolution endorsing the recently proposed name. 

10.Corporate social responsibility, David Kannan. 

11.Dhanasekar on law and Company. 

An organization can change its name with the endorsement of the Central 

Government (Presently, these forces have been appointed to the Registrar of 

Companies). The name of a joined organization can be changed to another name 

upon transformation from open to private, private to open or simply changing 

the current name of a constrained organization to another name. In any case, the 

organization does not require endorsement of the Registrar of Companies if the 

change includes the addition or erasure of "private" in the new name. 

STAGE 2-FILE FRAME INC-1 (APPLICATION FOR RESERVATION 

OF NAME )  

Influence an application to hold to the proposed name with the Registrar of 

Companies. From that point, the organization needs to record Form INC-1 

alongside the application charge as recommended in the Companies 

(Registration workplaces and expenses ) Rules, 2014, with the Registrar of 

Companies to make an application for holding the name. Frame INC-1 is 

accessible on the site of the Ministry of Corporate issues in an electronic shape. 

The guideline pack gave the frame is useful and plain as day. The frame can be 

filled in English or Hindi Language with the help of a Company Secretary. The 

subtle elements for changing the name of a current organization are to be filled 

in Part B, Part C and Part D of Form INC-1
12

. A duplicate of the Board 

Resolutions ought to be joined to the frame notwithstanding the other essential 

archives as coordinated in the shape. On checking on the application, if the 

Registrar of Companies finds the recently proposed name qualified and in 

consistence with the law then it might save the accessible name for a time of 

sixty days from the date of the application.
13 
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STAGE 3 – EXTRAORDINARY GENERAL MEETING  

The Board needs to require a phenomenal general gathering of the 

organization
14

.  The organization should require a Board Meeting.  

12.Naming the companies by Sathish Gori. 

13.www.companyofindia.com 

14.www.carrier.co.in 

At the executive gathering, the chiefs must be educated that the Registrar of 

Companies has thought about the application and the proposed name has been 

made accessible to the organization.  

The name provision of the Memorandum of Association can be changed with 

the endorsement of the Registrar of Companies according to Section 13(5) of 

the Companies Act, 2013. In any case, the Registrar of Companies will pass the 

request just on being fulfilled that the banks, debenture holders and different 

people associated with the organization have agreed to the adjustment of the 

Memorandum of Association or that satisfactory arrangement has been made by 

the organization either for the due release of its obligations and commitments or 

that sufficient security has been accommodated such discharge.
15

At this 

crossroads, the Board has require a remarkable general meeting to affirm the 

endorsement and assent of the individuals from the organization. Right off the 

bat, The Board must choose and fix a date, time and place to hold the 

Extraordinary General Meeting. Also, The Board must endorse the notice , 

motivation and logical explanation that should be sent as per the beneath said 

particulars.At this point, the Board has require an unprecedented general 

meeting to affirm the endorsement and assent of the individuals from the 

organization.
16

 Right off the bat, The Board must choose and fix a date, time 

and place to hold the Extraordinary General Meeting. Besides, The Board must 

affirm the notice , motivation and informative articulation that should be sent as 

per the underneath said details. 

Notice to assemble the Extraordinary General Meeting: 21 Days' Notice  

The Board needs to require an exceptional general gathering of the company. 

This see must be sent at least twenty-one days before the date of the meeting 17. 

The notice ought to be given in composing or through electronic mode to each 

individual from the organization, the evaluator or examiners of the organization 

and each chief of the organization at their enrolled address by hand conveyance, 

post or electronic means.  

15.xavier, Effects of renaming a company. 

16.Dhakulsar, Share capital and names of the companies. 

17.Thakur, legal issues of the companies. 

The Notice assembling the phenomenal general conference should particularly 

specify the aim to pass an extraordinary determination. The  notice needs to 

incorporate the date, time and place of the gathering. A logical statement 
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determining the business to be executed at the gathering must be added to the 

notice. The informative articulation determines the idea of concern and intrigue, 

budgetary or something else, of the chief, supervisor, key administrative faculty 

and their relatives. Further, the announcement includes any informations and 

realities which will enable individuals to comprehend the significance, degree 

and ramifications of changing the name of the organization. It is instructed to 

look for help with respect to a Company Secretary while drafting the notice 

assembling an uncommon general conference.  

Arrangement for Shorter Notice: The exceptional general gathering can be 

called at shorter notice if the assent of at the very least ninety-five percent 

individuals qualified to vote at the gathering is given in composing or through 

electronic mode. Thirdly, the board must approve a Director or Company 

Secretary to sign and send the endorsed notice of the remarkable general 

gathering to all the concerned gatherings.
18

  

Pass Special Resolutions at the Extraordinary General Meeting: The 

majority for an open organization is five individuals by and by display if the 

quantity of individuals as on the date of meeting isn't in excess of one thousand; 

fifteen individuals by and by show if the quantity of individuals as on the date 

of meeting is in excess of one thousand yet up to five thousand and thirty 

individuals by and by introduce if the quantity of individuals as on the date of 

the gathering surpasses five thousand.
19

 The majority required for a privately 

owned business, two individuals by and by display, should be the majority for a 

gathering of the organization
20

. In any case if the Articles of Association 

accommodate some other majority, at that point the majority prerequisites said 

in the Articles of Association will win.  

18.www.businessofindia.com 

19.Ferox, Name of the Company and it’s effects on the market 

20.NGO’s report on naming the companies,2012. 

To pass an uncommon determination, the votes cast for the determination ought 

to be 3 times the quantity of votes cast against the resolution. At the remarkable 

general gathering, pass an extraordinary determination endorsing the difference 

in name of the organization and affirming the changes to the Memorandum of 

Association and Articles of Association wherever the name condition shows up. 

To pass a unique determination, the votes cast for the determination ought to be 

3 times the quantity of votes cast against the resolution. At the phenomenal 

general gathering, pass a unique determination supporting the difference in 

name of the organization and favoring the adjustments to the Memorandum of 

Association and Articles of Association wherever the name proviso shows up. 

Furthermore, it is basic to take note of that so as to constitute a legitimate 

gathering . An appropriate notice must be served in the recommended way. A 

majority must be available and it must be legitimately constituted, Appropriate 

expert should properly assemble the gathering, An executive must manage. It 

must be legitimately directed, Minutes must be kept of the procedures.  
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STAGE 4-FILE FORM MGT-14 (FILINGS OF RESOLUTIONS  

AND AGREEMENTS TO THE REGISTRAR)  

The unique determination go at the phenomenal general gathering must be 

hinted to the Registrar of Companies [read with STEP 3(a) and Section 13(6)(a) 

of the Companies Act, 2013]. Resolutions are documented with the Registrar in 

Form MGT-14 . Shape MGT-14 is accessible on the site of the Ministry of 

Corporate issues in an electronic frame. The guideline pack furnished with the 

frame is useful and simple. The shape can be filled in English or Hindi 

Language with the help of a Company Secretary. A duplicate of the unique 

determination ought to be appended to the frame notwithstanding the other 

imperative reports as coordinated in the shape. The frame must be affirmed and 

carefully marked by an entire time rehearsing Chartered Account or Company 

Secretary or Cost Accountant. Note that Form MGT-14 must be documented 

alongside the charge as endorsed in the Companies (Registration workplaces 

and expenses ) Rules, 2014 inside thirty days of the date on which the unique 

determination was passed at exceptional general gathering.  

STAGE 5-FILE FORM INC-24 (APPLICATION FOR  

ENDORSEMENT OF CENTRAL GOVERNMENT FOR  

CHANGE OF NAME)  

Rule 29 of the Companies (Incorporation) Rules, 2014 manages adjustment of 

the notice of relationship by change of name. Frame INC-24 must be recorded 

with the essential expense. Subsequently, another testament of fuse will be 

issued to the organization in Form INC-25 once the difference in name has 

effectively been handled. Be that as it may, an organization which has defaulted 

in recording its yearly returns or money related proclamations or any report due 

for documenting with the Registrar or which has defaulted in reimbursement of 

developed stores or debentures won't be permitted to continue with the 

difference in name. Frame INC-24 is accessible on the site of the Ministry of 

Corporate undertakings in an electronic shape. The direction pack furnished 

with the frame is useful and obvious. The frame can be filled in English or 

Hindi Language. A duplicate of the minutes of the unprecedented general 

gathering ought to be appended to the frame notwithstanding the other 

imperative archives as coordinated in the shape. Note that Form INC-24 

additionally must be recorded alongside the expense as recommended in the 

Companies (Registration workplaces and charges) Rules, 2014 inside thirty 

days of the date on which the unique determination was passed at phenomenal 

general gathering. 

9. Analysis of Case Laws 

i. In the case of society of motor manufacturers and traders ltd v. 

Motor manufacturers and traders mutual insurance co.ltd., the 

defendant’s company name should have not been registered. Because the 

court held that “ Anyone who took the trouble to think about the matters 
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would see that the company was an insurance company” . Thus, Justice 

Lawrence held that the defendant company is liable to have its business 

stopped unless it changes its name simply. 

ii. In the case of vov cosmetics (P) ltd v. Union of India, the court held 

that “ A company is registered by a name which is identical with or too 

nearly resembles the name by which a company in existence has been 

previously registered, the central Government is bound to direct such 

subsequently registered company to change its name in the manner 

provided in section 22(1). They contended that in such a case the central 

Government has no option but to order the name to be changed. Later 

there company was directed to change its name merely on the ground 

that the names are identical. 

iii. In the case of khemraj shri kishan Das v. Garg & co., the law casts an 

obligation on the defendant not to pass-off his own goods as if they had 

produced by the plaintiff. Thus, the action of passing -off is a common 

law remedy and its gist is deceit. 

iv. In the case of kali Aerated water works, Tiruchirappalli v. Rashid 

and others, the plaintiffs were manufacturing and selling under the name 

of “kali mark” various kinds of aerated waters in Tiruchirapalli. The 

defendants who appeared to the erstwhile employees of the plaintiff firm 

started a business in the name and style of “ Sri new kali mark soda 

factory” and were manufacturing aerated wages and selling them under 

the trade name of “ Sri new kali mark”. The court held that though they 

are not identical but are strictly similar, thus the use of the business 

name was prohibited. 

v. In the case of Heinz Italia & another v. Dabur India ltd., the 

appellants were the proprietors of the registered trade mark “ Glucon- 

D”. The defendant later launched a similar product under the name “ 

Glucose -D”. Thus, the court held that both “ Glucon-D” and “ Glucose-

D” are the items containing glucose and there is a remarkable phonetic 

similarity in these words, which could confuse the purchaser. Hence, the 

mark “ Glucose-D” cannot be allowed for usage of further production. 

vi. In the case of Lakmé limited v. Subash trading, trademark of 

defendant , “ Like me” phonetically resembled that of the plaintiff’s 

trade mark “ Lakmé”. The court restrained the defendant from using that 

trademark is likely to cause confusion and deception to the traders and 

general public. 

vii.  In the case of Pidilite Industries Pvt.ltd v. Matters corporation 

and another, as there is visually similar and identical marks of  

plaintiff’s trademark “ Fevicol” and the defendant’s trademark “ 

Trevicol” , thus the court granted injunction in favour of the plaintiff. 

viii. In the case of scientific compounds and processing co.ltd v. 

Hanuman cottage industry, the petitioner was the manufacturer of a 

cleaning powder and he did his business in the trade name “ Sabeena”. 

The respondent manufactured same cleaning powder with the trade 
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name “ subeena”. The petitioner filed an application for temporary 

injunction for restraining the respondent from using a trade name 

deceptively and confusingly similar. Further the words, “ sabeena” and “ 

subeena” were phonetically similar. Thus, the court made the interim 

injunction absolute. 

ix. In the case of  Hoechst AG v. Unisule Pvt.ltd, there was deceptively 

similar marks i.e., “ Baralgan” of the plaintiff’s trademark and “ 

Baragon” of the defendant’s trademark. The court restrained the 

defendant from manufacturing , selling and marketing the impugned 

mark “ Baragon”. Thus, the two companies shall not have their  

trademarks and names phonetically and visually similar because it may 

affect the interest of the customers and creates an unfair market 

competition. 

x. In the case of A.C. Krishnan v. Nambisan Dairy Pvt.ltd., the plaintiff 

is using the word “ Nambisan” for its milk products. The defendant is 

using the word “ Nameesan” for their milk products. In this case, the 

court held that the word “ Nambisan” has created good reputation of the 

milk products in the minds of the public by association of its name and 

by the defendant’s use of same name, there is likelihood of deception. 

Both the marks are deceptively similar and the purchaser is likely to be 

deceived by the defendant using the name “ Nambeesan”. Thus, it 

should not be used. 

xi. In the case of Raj Wadhwa v. Glaxo India ltd., application sought for 

the registration of trademark “ Goldcon” by the appellant, where the 

respondents were registered proprietors of the trademark“ Glucon-D”. It 

was held that though no visual resemblance were there between these 

two marks, close affinity of source between the two words exists. Thus, 

the application for registration was rejected. 

There are numerous cases which is related to naming issues of the companies. 

The courts’ order would be to change the name of the company, or give 

compensation to the aggrieved party, or even to wind up the company. The 

contents of MOA of the companies act prescribes that the name of the private 

company should end up with the word “ Pvt.ltd” or “(P) ltd, and it should end 

up with “ ltd” for public companies. This has been prescribed in the first clause 

of section 4 of companies act pertaining to its importance. 

10. Conclusion 

The naming issues of the companies are predominantly due to the carelessness 

of the ROC. The name of the company is getting authorised only by the 

Registrar of Companies. They are the authority to check whether the names of 

the companies are in accordance with the provisions of the Companies Act or 

not. The similar names of the companies could be analysed by the ROC at the 

initial stages of the incorporation of the companies. Hence, Trademark is the 

most predominant factor influencing the naming issues of the companies. Thus, 
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the ROC could take due care and enact strict laws for avoiding the naming 

issues of the companies. 
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